
Facts, Fiction And Steampunk Mecha
 

In fact, I can give and take seconds from step to step, relying on where my strengths lie,

however this is a good framework to start with. I found that my cross time was between 2 and

4 seconds, meaning excellent Color Neutrality, at finest, will save me only two seconds per

remedy. Especially since I’ll solely be shaving 1-2 seconds off my time for doing so. How

much time would Color Neutrality save me? The end result was worse than I anticipated: On

common, my Color Neutral solves had been about 30% slower than my solves beginning

with white. The 4 moves which affect this cubie cluster lead to configurations 1(b), 1(c), 1(d),

and 1(e). Consider how the four doable strikes affect every of configurations 1(b), 1(c), 1(d),

and 1(e). For each configuration, two of the four attainable strikes involve one pink cubie and

one blue cubie, and due to this fact don't affect the colors. Under colour neutrality, slightly

than all the time starting a clear up with the white aspect of the cube, I have to assess each

distinctive scramble and determine which coloration seems easiest to start out with (where

best is a few combination of fewest number of moves and ease of execution). The truth is, if I

used to be simply studying how to solve the cube now, I'd most likely drive myself to start

each new resolve with a special coloration than the earlier remedy.
 

In truth, not only am I dropping time executing the rotation, but I’m also shedding time getting

reoriented to the rotated cube. In accordance with Rubik’s Cube boards, if I need to unravel

the cube in 20 seconds, my time ought to be allotted, more or less, in the next manner.

Watch as I execute 13 cube rotations simply whereas solving the cross and F2L…

Tomorrow, I want to begin experimenting with F2L coaching techniques (since these past

three days I’ve spent simply studying new algorithms). the best cube ’m not sure if I can

study all the remaining algorithms in the subsequent three weeks, so tomorrow, I’ll determine

which ones to deal with. Simply, I’m rotating the cube into more preferable orientations.

Simply, an algorithm is a set of pre-decided moves that, when correctly executed, accomplish

a selected process (i.e. “move these particular pieces on the cube into this particular

configuration with out shifting/messing up these different pieces”). I’ll clarify specifically what

this implies in a future post, however typically it signifies that I can now (extra comfortably)

resolve pieces on the again face of the cube, fairly than having to rotate the cube 180

degrees to unravel them within the entrance.
 

This makes it an excellent follow cube for someone who plans to compete in nationwide and

worldwide competitions. With the intention to follow cube maneuvers from all doable

orientations, and also in order to reduce Cube Rotations, I’ve created a easy train referred to

as Forced Rotationless Solving (FRS). It seems that it’s not this simple. In different phrases,

so as to resolve the cube quickly, it’s necessary that I get totally within the zone, and at the

moment, my mind doesn’t need to try this. It’s essential that the sting items not solely match

up with the white center, but that additionally they match up with the right colour of the

adjacent centers. I also positioned the 4 corner items that have a white aspect and two

different coloured sides (like the white, blue, and crimson nook piece) in the correct slot on

the bottom layer. First, on this step, OLL, I clear up the yellow facet, which is also known as

orienting the final layer.
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After executing the appropriate PLL algorithm, the rim of the final layer is solved. Thus, I only

need to resolve the last layer of the cube. Thus, I have to throw out my algorithm-primarily

based plan, and as a substitute, create unique plans for each stage to achieve the mandatory

instances. Instead, my F2L is damaged up by these inspection pauses. As a result, by the

nature of the train, all Inspection Pauses are (theoretically) eliminated, and the resolve is

constant and fluid. I’ll address this drawback, which I name Inspection Pauses, tomorrow. If I

wish to eliminate Inspection Pauses, I have to search for the following pair whereas I

concurrently execute the necessary moves for the current pair. Basically, I’m not in a position

to movement fluidly from pair to pair during F2L. On this next step, F2L, or ‘First 2 Layers’,

I’m targeted on fixing the primary two layers of the cube, beginning from the underside.

During F2L (fixing the primary 2 layers), I have to correctly place eight pieces: four pairs of

corresponding corners and edges. Place three consecutive marbles on the surface row of

one quadrant, then place two extra marbles in the outside row of an adjacent quadrant and

line them up to create five in a row.


